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Horowitz [ 1] called a partial function /:N-+ N constructively nonpartial

recursive if for some recursive function h:N-+N, f(h(n))~<l>n(h(n)) where ~ is 

equality for partial functions. He related this concept to the productiveness of 

the domain of such functions. His main result is as follows: 

Proposition 1. (Horowitz) 

(1) If the domain D/ of a partial recursive function /:N-+N is productive, then 

/ is constructively nonpartial-recursive. 

(2) If /:N-+N is constructively nonpartial-recursive via h:N-+N such that 

cf,:i:(h(x)) is defined implies /(h(x)) undefined, then D/ is productive. 

[I 

In this short note, we characterize productive sets in terms of constructively_ 

nonpartial-recursive functions. Hence we further the study of the intimate con

nection between the theory of constructively nonpartial-recursive functions and 

that of productive sets. 

A constructively nonpartial-recursive function / is strongly constructively 

nonpartial-recursive if there is a recursive function e:N-+N such that /(h(n)) 

defined implies e(n)=J(h(n)). 
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Let <_,_> be a standard pairing function with the inverse witnessed by 1r1 

and 71"2• For any partial function /:N-+N, G/ denotes the graph of/, more pre

cisely, 

G/ { <m,n>ll(m)=n} 

There are recursive functions g:N-+N and a:N-+N satisfying 
I 

- If Wn is single valued then W" G</>a<_n)·· 

Theorem£. 

(1) G/ is productive only if/ is constructively nonpartial-recursive. 

(2) G/ is productive if/ is strongly constructively nonpartial-recursive. 

Proof. ( only if) Assume that G/ is completely productive via a recursive 

function h:N-+N. H h(g(n))EG/ where g is as above, then h(g(n)) </:. w,(n)· 

Thus, 4>n(7r1 ·h·g(n)) is undefined. But /(1r1 ·h·g(n)) is defined. If 

-/(1r(h·g(n)) is either undefined or not equal to 1r2·h·g(n). Therefore, / is 

constructively nonpartial-recursive via 1r1 ·h·g. 

(if) Assume that / is strongly constructively nonpartial-recursive. Let 

Wn~Gf. Then Wn-G<l>a(n)· If <h(a(n)),m>EG/ for some m then 

<h(a(n)),m> </:. W". H <h(a(n)),k> </:. G/ for all k, then <h(a(n)),k>E W" 

for some k. Then <h(a(n)),k>EG/. This is a. contradiction. Therefore G/ 
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is productive via hl:N-+N such that 

hi( n)=<h( a( n)) ,m>. 

[I 

Let iA:N-+N be the following partial function: 

iA(x)= x if xEA 

undefined otherwise. 

Theorem 3. - {The Characterization Theorem) 

A is productive iff iA is constructively nonpartial recursive. 

Proof. (only if) If A is productive then DiA is productive. Thus iA is construc

tively nonpartial-recursive. 

(if) If i A is constructively nonpartial-recurisve then it is strongly constructively 

nonpartial recursive thus GiA={ <x,x>jxEA} is productive. But GiA<mA via 

Thus A is productive. 
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l(z) = 1r1(z) if 1r1(z)=1r2(z) 

e fi_ A otherwise 

[I 

The author thanks D. Spreene for finding an error in the earlier version of 

this paper. 
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